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Abstract11

When dealing with Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL) simulations, commer-12

cial computational fluid dynamics (CFD) acquires a strategic resonance. Thanks13

to its good compromise between accuracy of results and calculation time, RANS14

still represents a valid alternative to more resource-demanding methods. How-15

ever, focusing on the models’ performances in urban studies, LES generally16

outmatches RANS results, even if the former is at least one order of magnitude17

more expensive. Consequently, the present work aims to propose a variety of18

approaches meant to solve some of the major problems linked to RANS sim-19

ulations and to further improve its accuracy in typical urban contexts. All of20

these models are capable of switching from an undisturbed flux formulation to21

a disturbed one through a local deviation or a marker function. For undisturbed22

flows, a comprehensive approach is adopted, solving the issue of the erro-23

neous stream-wise gradients affecting the turbulent profiles. Around obstacles,24

Non-Linear Eddy-Viscosity closures are adopted, due to their prominent capa-25
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bility in capturing the anisotropy of turbulence. The purpose of this work is then26

to propose a new Building Influence Area concept and to offer more affordable27

alternatives to LES simulations without sacrificing a good grade of accuracy.28
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els.32

1. Introduction33

Atmospheric boundary layer simulation over complex terrains (both in rural and34

urban contexts) is a crucial juncture for the correct estimation of flow-field in ur-35

ban canopy; wind load on turbines and buildings; and pollutant dispersion. It is36

also employed for the safe siting of facilities manufacturing or dealing with haz-37

ardous gases. Within this context, the forecast accuracy is of paramount impor-38

tance to draw conclusions that can support policy maker decisions. In recent39

years, these specific subjects have been examined and studied mostly through40

Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes by several research groups (i.e. Castro et41

al. [8] 2003; Blocken et al. [5] 2007; Pontiggia et al. [29] 2009; Balogh et42

al. [1] 2012; Parente et al. [24] 2017. As demonstrated by Xie and Castro43

[39] (2006), Large Eddy Simulation (LES) can offer improved performance for44

ABL flows, provided an acceptable characterisation of the inflow conditions.45

However, due to the large scales encompassed by ABL flows, LES methods46

are considerably more honerous than RANS (Rodi [35] 1997). Consequently,47

simulations of ABL flows are often carried out using RANS in conjuction with48

two-equation turbulence models, with the aim of providing fast and feasible49
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answers to the various design requests. That notwithstanding, there are two50

non-negligible drawbacks linked to RANS simulations: the well-known horizon-51

tal inhomogeneity affecting the profiles, and the inconsistency between wall52

functions and turbulence models. Blocken et al. [5] (2007) and, subsequently,53

O’Sullivan et al. [37] (2011) further improved the original Richards and Hoxey54

[31] (1993) near-wall treatment. They also focused on how excessive stream-55

wise gradients can be influenced by an inappropriate wall-function formulation,56

as well as roughness height and boundary conditions. When taking into ac-57

count the decrease of shear stress together with height, the horizontal inho-58

mogeneity was quantitatively estimated by Juretic and Kozmar [20]. Recently,59

Gorlé et al. [15] introduced a new formulation for the Cµ constant, and for the60

turbulent dissipation Prandtl number, σε, in order to achieve homogeneity with61

the k profile proposed by Yang et al. [41]. An analogous approach is further62

validated and extended in Parente and Benocci [27] (2010), through a proper63

modification of the k − ε turbulence model according to the set of inlet condi-64

tions by Yang et al. [41]. This turbulent kinetic energy definition also proved65

to be valid for accurate modelling of the atmospheric dispersion, i.e. Riddle et66

al. (2004) [33], Pontiggia et al. [29] (2009), Gorlé et al. [15] (2009). The re-67

striction of the former approach is represented by the unsatisfactory inlet profile68

adopted for turbulent kinetic energy which is not able to satisfy all the govern-69

ing simulations involved in the problem. As a consequence, Parente et al. [25]70

[26] (2011) proposed a comprehensive approach consisting of a new set of71

fully developed inlet turbulent conditions for the neutral ABL. As an alternative,72

Yan et al. [40] (2016) developed a modelling methodology for the simulation of73

horizontally homogeneous flows, with the adoption of an arbitrary shear stress74

approach inside the RNG k − ε model. As for the correct representation of the75

turbulence properties in disturbed flows (namely in the vicinity of obstacles), a76
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building influence area (BIA) has been developed [25] and further perfected in77

the last few years. Such a transition is generally referred to as "blending" and78

inside the BIA, specific turbulence models are applied.79

Despite these remarkable improvements, the modelling accuracy of the flow-80

field around bluff bodies, where the standard two-equation turbulence models81

keep on failing (Durbin [10] 1996 ), still remains problematic and, at least, a82

challenging task. First of all, this kind of flow-field is quite sensitive to the in-83

coming boundary layer properties, as stated by Porté-Agel et al. [30] (2014).84

Moreover, correct prediction of the size, shape and position of the separation85

bubble on the building and of the recirculation/stagnation zones - both upwind86

and in the wake - is not straightforward (Gorlé [17] 2010). In order to firmly87

improve the performance of the standard two eqs. models in proximity of ob-88

stacles, one possible path is to adopt higher order term closures for the stress-89

strain relation. Different quadratic stress-strain relations have been proposed90

to improve the applicability of linear eddy-viscosity models at an acceptable91

computational cost (Shih et al. [36] (1993) ). However, different comparisons92

proved that no one quadratic relation guarantees significant improvement in93

performance. Following this trend, Craft et al. [9] (1996) proposed a cubic re-94

lation between the strain-rate and vorticity tensors and the stress tensor, which95

behaves much better than an ordinary eddy-viscosity model, being also able to96

properly reproduce the effects of stream-line curvature. According to the same97

recursive cubic formulation, Lien et al. [21] (1996) and Ehrhard et al. [11]98

(2000), also edited and tuned this type of model through a proper definition of99

the coefficients for the non-linear terms.100

Merci et al. [23] further investigated cubic models, proposing a new formulation101

for the non-linear closure. Furthermore he claimed Cµ to be the only relevant102

parameter - especially in respect to the non-linear coefficients - for all the flows103
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characterized by reduced swirl and vorticity.104

The present paper, moving from an assessed verification of the proposed tur-105

bulence models in open-field simulations, is centred around both the CEDVAL106

A1-1 (displaying a scaled single ground-mounted building, as shown in Figure107

1 on the left) and the CEDVAL B1-1 (displaying an array of 7×3 A1-1 buildings,108

on the right) test cases available from the BLASIUS Wind Tunnel of the Envi-109

ronmental Wind Tunnel Laboratory of the Meteorological Institute of Hamburg110

University [43].111

Figure 1: Cedval A1-1 (on the left) and B1-1 (on the right) test cases, rendered in Blender

As a consequence, it focuses on the topical challenges linked to the flow-112

field simulation in a typical urban context.113

The aim of this study is somewhat multifaceted, but the main targets are:114

• to demonstrate the relevance of using a Building Influence Area both for115

improved results and for reducing the computational resources required116

all over the domain;117

• to further improve the detection of an obstacle and to investigate the effect118

of the BIA definition on the results;119

• to develop a new Building Influence Area formulation based on a marker120

which measures the local deviation from a parallel shear flow;121

• to employ different NLEV (non-linear eddy-viscosity) closures with the122
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aim of investigating the influence of both the modified value of Cµ and the123

non-linear terms;124

• to finally point out which model combination results in a better represen-125

tation of the ground and obstacles’ influences on the flow-field.126

2. Governing equations and implementation127

In RANS simulations fully developed profiles of velocity and turbulence char-128

acteristics are generally imposed. As previously mentioned, a crucial problem129

witnessed when applying RANS methodologies to ABL flows, deeply related130

to a proper selection of boundary conditions, is represented by the undesired131

changes (stream-wise gradients) that occur in the vertical profiles of mean wind132

speed and turbulence quantities as they travel from the inlet of the computa-133

tional domain to the outlet.134

This problem has been described in detail (Blocken et al., 2007 [5]) and it can135

dramatically affect the overall quality of the simulations.136

2.1. Comprehensive k − ε model137

Typically, inlet profiles of mean longitudinal velocity and turbulent properties un-138

der neutral stratification conditions are defined according Richards and Hoxey139

(1993) [31] formulation:140

U =
u∗
κ
ln

(
z + z0
z0

)
, (1)

141

k =
u2∗√
Cµ

, (2)

142

ε =
u3∗

κ (z + z0)
. (3)
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In order to make eqs. (1)-(3) analytical solutions of the standard k − ε model,143

following Pontiggia et al. (2009) [29] and Parente et al. (2011) [25], the following144

source term has to be added to the dissipation rate eq.:145

Sε (z) =
ρu4∗

(z + z0)
2

(
(Cε2 − Cε1)

√
Cµ

κ2
− 1

σε

)
. (4)

This source term can represent both an increment (Sε > 0) or a reduction146

(Sε < 0) of the turbulent dissipation rate due to peculiar atmospheric features147

that the standard k − ε model is typically not able to reproduce.148

Gorlé et al. (2009) [15] , considering the experimental decay of k with height,149

proposed a generalization of the expression of Cµ as a function of z, obtaining:150

Cµ =
u4∗
k2
. (5)

The consinstency of the functional form of Cµ, once using the inlet profiles151

proposed by Yang et al. [41] (2009) is guaranteed throughout the introduc-152

tion of an additional source term for the k transport eq. (Parente et al. [25]153

2011). One additional approach aims at deriving a new profile which is solution154

of the turbulent kinetic energy transport eq., considering the functional vari-155

ation of Cµ. Once assumed local equilibrium between turbulence production156

and dissipation, employing the analytical expression of the inlet velocity profile157

and integrating the so-obtained eq., the following general solution for turbulent158

kinetic energy profile is then achieved:159

k (z) = C1ln (z + z0) + C2. (6)

C1 and C2 are constants determined by fitting the equations to the measured160

profiles of k. The full set of inlet conditions and turbulence model formulation161

can be summarized in Table 1 . This set of inlet boundary conditions, once162
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Inlet Conditions Turbulence Model

U = u∗
κ ln

(
z+z0
z0

)
µt = Cµρ

k2

ε

k (z) = C1ln (z + z0) + C2 Sε (z) =
ρu4

∗
(z+z0)

2

(
(Cε2−Cε1)

√
Cµ

κ2 − 1
σε

)
ε (z) =

u3
∗

κ(z+z0)
Cµ =

u4
∗
k2

Table 1: Set of Inlet conditions and turbulence model formulation, also referred to as the "Com-
prehensive approach", able to guarantee the desired homogeneity of turbulence properties in the
computational domain.

coupled with appropriate wall functions, represents a consistent extension of163

the formulation proposed by Richards and Hoxey (1993) [31] to the case of a164

non-constant turbulent kinetic energy profile. It is able to remove the horizontal165

inhomogeneity, improving the two eqs. model performance when dealing with166

open-field simulations.167

The turbulence model formulation and the turbulence dissipation rate source168

term Sε (z) are not any-more effective when dealing with obstacles or com-169

plex orographies. Despite the relative simple geometrical configuration of a170

rectangular building, the corresponding flow-field is quite complex with strong171

pressure gradients, streamline curvature and multiple, unsteady separation re-172

gions. These phenomena are obviously accentuated once dealing with the173

array of buildings test case. When the wind hits a rectangular building, a "sep-174

aration bubble" develops on the top of the structure, starting from the leading175

edge. Moreover, a "horseshoe-type" vortex is engendered in the separation176

region in the front and it is bent around the cube. On the leeward side of the177

building, another large separation zone is created as the wind flows over its178

back edge. The building wake can extend further downstream (up to 20 times179

[42]) and is characterized by increased turbulence and reduced wind speed.180

The main guide-line of this study will be the initial implementation and testing181
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of a proper turbulence approach for disturbed flows on the single building (A1-182

1) case. Subsequently, once assessed the model capabilities, it will be further183

validated on the more challenging array of buildings (B1-1) test-case.184

2.2. BIA based on local turbulent properties deviation185

In a first step, in order to better reproduce the disturbed flow-field, Gorlé et186

al. (2009) [15] proposed an alteration of the turbulence model parameters Cµ187

and σε inside a "Building Influence Area" (BIA) which, according to Beranek188

(1979) [4], is defined as a half sphere (PS1 configuration) incorporating the189

obstacle. Parente et al. (2011) [25] further analysed the effect of the BIA190

size and shape constraining its area to the region above and downstream the191

building (PS2 configuration). The main issue of both the PS1 and PS2 config-192

urations is that they define an "a priori" region with an abrupt transition, where193

the ABL does not hold, leading to the problem of neglecting the real nature of194

the flow-field. Consequently Parente et al. (2011) [25] suggested an approach195

for the automatic detection of the BIA, permitting a gradual transition of the tur-196

bulence model parameters from the formulation proposed for the undisturbed197

ABL to one more suitable for immediately upwind and wake flow regions. In198

order to achieve this blending process, a local deviation from the undisturbed199

ABL conditions is then introduced. This one, considering a local relative tur-200

bulent property difference, automatically identifies the extent of the flow region201

affected by the obstacle. The first blending formulation proposed takes into202

account the relative velocity difference between a homogeneous ABL and the203

disturbed flow regions (Parente et al. [24]), while the subsequent formulation204

is related to turbulent kinetic energy. Both approaches belong to the so-called205

Pure blending formulation and they consider the ABL properties (velocity u,206

or turbulent kinetic energy k) for the deviation only one by one. Following the207
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aim of exploiting the strong points of both approaches, improving the detection208

of the disturbed flow-field, a new formulation is proposed in this study, under209

the name of Hybrid Blending, based on a fruitful combination of the two pure210

blending formulas. Namely, u and k are simultaneously taken into account to211

compute a deviation term, by locally selecting the maximum between the val-212

ues obtained using u and k individually. This is briefly shown in Table 2:213

Table 2: Formulation of the blending metric for the pure and hybrid blending approaches

Pure blending Hybrid blending
V TKE V & TKE

δu = min
[∣∣∣u−uABLuABL

∣∣∣, 1] δk = min
[∣∣∣k−kABLkABL

∣∣∣, 1] δh = max[δu, δk]

2.3. BIA based on local deviation from a parallel shear flow214

A new formulation for detecting the disturbed area around an obstacle is de-215

rived from a method initially employed for epistemic uncertainty quantification216

in turbulence models (Gorlé et al. [16]). A marker function m is then introduced217

and it computes the local deviation from a parallel shear flow. This is accom-218

plished by tanking into account the velocity gradient and the streamline at a219

certain point. According to Gorlé et al. [16], if one takes into consideration a220

local velocity vector Ui and the corresponding unit vector along the streamline221

si = Ui/
√
UkUk (namely the velocity vector over its magnitude), the quantity:222

gj = si
∂Ui
∂xj

, (7)

expresses the gradient of the streamline-aligned velocity, while the ratio:223

f =
|gjsj |√
gkgk

≡ cosβ, (8)
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(where
√
gkgk is the magnitude of gk) represents the cosine of the angle224

between the gradient of the velocity projected onto the streamline and the di-225

rection of the streamline. Consequently, f will be equal to zero in the case of226

parallel shear flows. A further step could be the definition of this marker also227

in bulk or free-stream flows, scaling f by the square of the local turbulence228

intensity:229

m = f
k

UkUk
. (9)

The quantities si, gj and β are briefly illustrated and explained in Figure 2.230

Figure 2: Schematic and visual explanation of si, gj and β. Adapted from [18]

On the basis of this formulation, three marker definitions are employed to231

define the deviation δ in a specific range of values, and benchmarked for the232

detection of the BIA:233

• Version 1: m1 = m = f k
UkUk

,234

• Version 2: m2 = |gjsj |,235

• Version 3: m3 = f =
|gjsj |√
gkgk

.236

These formulations, together with the deviation ones, contribute in defining237

the Building Influence Area multifariously, maximising the user’s freedom of238

choice.239
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2.4. Transition formulations240

Once the deviation metric is selected, two formulations for the transition be-241

tween the different flow regions (namely disturbed and undisturbed) are then242

available:243

1. Polynomial244

φ = δαφwake + (1− δα)φABL = φwake + (1− δα) (φABL − φwake) . (10)

2. Sinusoidal245

φ = φwake + (φABL − φwake) [1− 0.5 (1 + sin (δ∗))]
α
, (11)

246

δ∗ = πmax (δ − 0.5,−0.5) . (12)

Balogh and Parente [3] (2015) adopted a sinusoidal transition function sim-247

ilar to the one proposed in eqs. 11 and 12 .248

This specific sinusoidal function was initially formulated and discussed by Per-249

alta et al. [28] (2014) and by Balogh [2] (2014). In eqs. 10 , 11 and 12 δ250

(relative deviation of the actual local ABL quantity, with respect to the inlet one)251

and δ∗ (varying between −π2 and π
2 ) are the blending parameters. φ is the252

model parameter to be modified (namely Cµ, Sε, Sk and the source terms of253

the momentum eq.) while φwake and φABL are the values of φ in the wake and254

ABL regions respectively.255

The parameter α regulates the rapidity/balance of the transition between the256

undisturbed and disturbed formulations. This is briefly explained in Figure 3,257

where, for an increasing value of α, the sinusoidal blending results in a sharper258

detection of the BIA, while the same sharpening effect is obtained for the poly-259

nomial transition once α is decreased.260
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Figure 3: Influence of the α parameter on the blending transition: higher values of α lead to a more
disturbed (wake) approach for the sinusoidal blending (blue line), while higher values of α lead to
a more undisturbed (UABL) approach for the polynomial blending (red line).

To better explain the behaviour and the effectiveness of the different blend-261

ing methodologies proposed as well as the spatial distributions of the so-obtained262

BIA, Figure 4 shows the contour plots of δ values around a bluff body in the263

symmetry plane for pure, hybrid and marker blending formulations.264

From Figure 4, where δ is ranging between 0 (blue tone) and 1 (red tone),265

the Pure u blending formulation is capable of detecting the disturbed flow-field266

upwind and especially in the wake of the building. Its detecting effect in the267

downwind region decreases with the improving of the distance from the obsta-268

cle. The Hybrid blending (b) results in a sharper and more extended detection269

of the disturbed area in proximity of the building in respect to the Pure blending270

formulation (a). This is especially true upwind, over the roof and in the wake of271

the obstacle and it is due to the fruitful coupling of the two pure deviations δu272

and δk which lead to different detection areas.273

As for the marker function, displayed in the contour plot (c) from Figure 4, it274

is evident that its detection is definitely already abrupt around the obstacle,275

suggesting that a proper tuning of α for this blending formulation would play a276

minor rule. The detection of the Building Influence Area is further improved in277
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(a) Pure u blending

(b) Hybrid blending

(c) Marker function v.3

Figure 4: Contour plots of the δ values around a ground-mounted obstacle in the symmetry plane
for the pure formulation based on u relative deviation (a) , the hybrid one based on both u and k
relative deviations (b) and the marker v.3 formula (c)

the upwind region and over the building, while its overall extension downwind278

is reduced in respect to the deviation formulations (a)-(b).279

Focusing the α coefficient, its effect on the φ parameters and, more in general,280

on the sharpness and rapidity of the transition can be witnessed displaying in281

Figure 5 the contour plots of Cµ (being Cµ one of the parameters blended be-282

tween the comprehensive formulation and the NLEV one) for a pure sinusoidal283

blending simulation with α equal to 1, 4 and 32 respectively. As expected, the284

area where the NLEV Cµ is applied, improves with the increase of the α coeffi-285

cient.286
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(a) Sinusoidal blending based on velocity deviation, α = 1

(b) Sinusoidal blending based on velocity deviation, α = 4

(c) Sinusoidal blending based on velocity deviation, α = 32

Figure 5: Contour plots of Cµ (Craft NLEV model) around a ground-mounted obstacle in the sym-
metry plane for a blending formulation based on u relative deviation, setting α to 1 (a) , 4 (b) and
32 (c)

Its maximum extension is then reached when α = 32.287

As for the models applied inside the BIA, since the comprehensive approach288

doesn’t assure reliable predictions in disturbed flow-field, the previous investi-289

gations (Parente et al. [25], Gorlé [17] ) applied the standard k-ε model in the290

vicinity of obstacles. This choice proved to be more reliable than the compre-291

hensive approach but still far away from providing satisfactory results.292
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2.5. Non-Linear Eddy-Viscosity models293

Inside the BIA, as an alternative to linear closures, non-linear eddy-viscosity294

models (NLEV) can be implemented to gain better predictions in disturbed re-295

gions. Non-linear models consist in keeping the Kolmogorov-Prantdl eq. and296

extending the Boussinesq hypothesis to higher order terms. Including all the297

available cubic terms in the mean velocity gradients, it is possible to deduce the298

following cubic stress-strain relation, valid for all the non-linear eddy-viscosity299

models:300

u′iu
′
j = −2νtSij +

2

3
kδij + C1νt

k

ε

(
SikSjk −

1

3
SklSklδij

)
+ C2νt

k

ε

(
ΩikSkj+

+ ΩjkSki

)
+ C3νt

k

ε

(
ΩikΩjk −

1

3
ΩlkΩlkδij

)
+ C4νt

k2

ε2

(
SkiΩlj + SkjΩli

)
Skl+

+ C5νt
k2

ε2

(
ΩilΩlmSmj + SilΩlmΩmj −

2

3
SlmΩmnΩnlδij

)
+

+ C6νt
k2

ε2
SijSklSkl + C7νt

k2

ε2
SijΩklΩkl,

(13)

where Sij and Ωij are the strain-rate tensor and the vorticity tensor compo-301

nents. The inclusion of cubic terms leads to a model which can show sensitivity302

to streamline curvature and swirl (Craft et al. [9]). The various NLEV models303

differ from each other by the definition they give to Cµ and by the values they304

attribute to the different coefficients Ci appearing in the recursive eq. 13. Suga305

optimized the coefficients C1 to C7 over a range of flows (see Craft et al. [9],306

1996), deducing the following set of model coefficients:307

C1 = −0.1 ; C2 = 0.1 ; C3 = 0.26 ; C4 = −10C2
µ ; C5 = 0 ; C6 = −5C2

µ ;308

C7 = 5C2
µ,309

where Cµ, according to Craft [9], is given by:310

Cµ = min

(
0.09,

1.2

1 + 3.5η

)
. (14)
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According to the Lien formulation [21] 1996, Cµ and the C1−C7 coefficients311

are defined as follows:312

C1 =
0.75/Cµ
1000+S3 ; C2 =

3.75/Cµ
1000+S3 ; C3 =

4.75/Cµ
1000+S3 ; C4 = −10C2

µ ; C5 = 0 ;313

C6 = −2C2
µ ; C7 = 2C2

µ,314

where Cµ is defined as:315

Cµ =
2/3

1.25 + S + 0.9Ω
. (15)

The last cubic formulation considered is the one proposed by Ehrhard [11]316

in 2000, as an improvement of the previous NLEV models:317

C1 = −0.05 ; C2 = 0.1 ; C3 = 0.5 − 1
4exp(−(S − Ω)2) ; C4 = −4C2

µ ; C5 = 0 ;318

C6 = −2C2
µ ; C7 = 2C2

µ,319

where Cµ, is given by:320

Cµ = min

(
0.15,

1

0.9S1.4 + 0.4Ω1.4 + 3.5

)
. (16)

2.6. Wall treatment321

Considering the relevance of the surface roughness and the high Reynolds322

numbers typically associated with ABL flows, the adoption of wall functions is323

generally required for near-wall modelling.324

The standard smooth law of the wall has the following form:325

Up
u∗

=
ln (y+)

κ
+B, (17)

with the integration constant B = 5.0 − 5.4. The effect of roughness is then326

modelled through the introduction of a shift in the intercept, ∆B
(
k+S
)
. Thus,327
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the following expression is obtained for the logarithmic rough law of the wall:328

Up
u∗

=
1

κ
ln
(
Ey+

)
−∆B

(
k+S
)
, (18)

with E being the wall function constant (E = 9−9.7935). The function ∆B
(
k+S
)

329

depends on the dimensionless roughness height, k+S = u∗kS
ν . When k+S > 90:330

∆B
(
k+S
)

=
1

κ
ln
(
CSk

+
S

)
, (19)

which gives:331

Up
u∗

=
1

κ
ln

(
Ey+

CSk
+
S

)
, (20)

where Cs is a roughness constant. By comparing Equations (1) and (20), it332

becomes evident that the two treatments are inconsistent, leading to discrep-333

ancies in the prediction of the near wall velocity. Therefore, a proper selection334

of the roughness constants has to be performed. In this regard, Blocken et al.335

[6] proposed a first order match between the velocity inlet profile and the rough336

law of the wall in correspondence of the first cell centroid, zp, with the aim of337

performing an appropriate selection of CS :338

Ey+

CSk
+
S

=
zp + z0
z0

→ CS =
E
u∗zp
ν z0

u∗kS
ν (z0 + zp)

∼ Ez0
kS
∼ Ez0

zp
. (21)

In Equation (21), a common requirement of ABL simulations is then made ex-339

plicit: the distance zp between the centroid of the wall-adjacent cell and the340

wall has to be greater than the sand-equivalent roughness ks of the terrain.341

This requirement can be translated into an upper limit for ks, giving: zp ≥ kS342

([6]). However, even when the value of the velocity at the first cell matches343

the one provided by Equation (1), the standard rough wall function suffers from344

two main drawbacks. First, it is constrained by the maximum size of the wall345
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adjacent cell. In fact, at the first cell centroid, zp, Equations (20) gives:346

Up
u∗

=
1

κ
ln

(
E

CS

)
,

taking kS = zp. This implies that CS cannot be greater than the value of the pa-347

rameter E. Furthermore, the standard wall function does not imply any direct348

effect of the roughness properties on the turbulence quantities at the wall.349

Parente et al. [24, 26, 27] proposed an implementation of the rough wall func-350

tion preserving the form of the universal law of the wall, through the introduction351

of a new wall function constant and non-dimensional wall distance:352

Up
u∗

=
1

κ
ln
(
Ẽỹ+

)
, (22)

with353

ỹ+ =
u∗ (z + z0)

ν
Ẽ =

ν

z0u∗
, (23)

354

with the non-dimensional distance, ỹ+, being a y+ shifted by the aerodynamic355

roughness, and the new wall function constant, Ẽ depending on the rough-356

ness characteristics of the surface. In Equation (22) the friction velocity u∗ is357

computed locally as u∗ = C0.25
µ k0.5. This approach removes the aforemen-358

tioned drawbacks of the standard wall function, without constraining its flexi-359

bility [26, 27]. More specifically, its extension to mixed rough and smooth sur-360

face is achieved through a simple redefinition of the law of the wall constants.361

Furthermore, it enables an extended flexibility from the point of view of mesh362

generation, considering that the wall function parameters do not impose any363

specific limitation on the first cell height [26].364
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3. Computational method and boundary conditions365

The present Section introduces the test-cases adopted for the computational366

analysis, namely the Cedval A1-1 and B1-1 test cases from the BLASIUS367

Wind Tunnel of the Environmental Wind Tunnel Laboratory of the Meteoro-368

logical Institute of Hamburg University [43]. Computational modelling of the369

ABL, both for the ground-mounted building and the cluster of building config-370

urations, is carried out using ANSYS Fluent 17. The results were obtained371

setting the steady, 3d, double precision, pressure based solver. The standard372

discretization scheme was applied to pressure, while second order schemes373

were adopted for momentum and turbulence quantities, and the SIMPLE algo-374

rithm was selected for pressure-velocity coupling.375

3.1. Cedval A1-1 single building376

The first test case is the Cedval A1-1, displaying a single building. As shown in377

Figures 1 and 6 , the building has length L = 0.1m, width W = 0.15m, height378

H = 0.125m and 4 source elements on the leeward building side (suitable for379

a dispersion study). The origin of the coordinate system is located at the cen-380

ter of the bottom face of the building, with the z-axis pointing upwards and the381

x-axis pointing downstream. The computational domain inlet boundary is set382

1m upstream of the centroid of the building (corresponding to the upwind area383

covered by a smooth floor in the wind tunnel [38]) whereas the outlet boundary384

is located 3m downstream of the origin of the coordinate system (satisfying the385

requirement of a distance larger than 10H between the building and the out-386

flow boundary [38]). Considering the symmetry of the model with respect to387

the plane y = 0m, only half of the domain has been studied, through a mirror388

function. The width and height of the so-obtained domain are 0.75m and 1m389

respectively, corresponding to the wind tunnel size. A structured mesh consist-390
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Figure 6: Cedval A1-1 geometry view, including the measurement lines taken into consideration.
The red line indicates the intersection of the ground with the symmetry plane (y = 0m), where a
mirror function is applied for reproducing the other half of the domain.

ing of 20x26x40 elements and approximately 2.4 million cells (200x114x107391

elements) is adopted. The height of the ground adjacent cell is 0.00075m. Ac-392

cording to the AIJ guidelines proposed by Tominaga et al. [38], the lateral and393

top boundaries of the computational domain extend more than 5H (5.5H for394

the lateral edges and 7H for the top edge, with H being the height of the target395

obstacle) from the external edges of the ground mounted building. Moreover,396

the building blockage ratio is equal to 1.25%, not exceeding, as a consequence,397

the recommended value (3%) [38]. In regions with a steep velocity gradient, the398

stretching ratio of adjacent grids has been set to 1.3, according once again to399

AIJ [38]. COST advises the same limitation for grid stretching ratio (Franke et400

al. [14]). A grid independence study had already been carried out by Parente401

et al. [26] for the same mesh in order to estimate the solution error associ-402

ated to the discretization selected. According to this test, two supplementary403

grids were generated, whose coarsening ratio was rh = hi/h1 = 1.15 (Roache404

[34]) in the three directions and with an overall number of cells of about 1.74405
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and 1.26 millions. Referring to COST Action 732 (Franke et al. [13]), error406

estimates were computed for turbulent kinetic energy and velocity, through a407

proper comparison between the results provided by the three grids proposed408

(wherever experimental data were available). Focusing on the solution uncer-409

tainty, Usver, Parente et al. [26] followed the guidelines proposed by Logan and410

Nitta [22], while the grid convergence index (GCI) was determined assuming a411

safety factor, Fs = 1.25 (Roache [34]). For the finest grid, a maximum grid con-412

vergence index (GCI) of 5% and 3% was determined for velocity and turbulent413

kinetic energy respectively, by averaging the values obtained at all the mea-414

surement locations [26]. As for the boundary conditions definition, the building415

sides and top, as well as the tunnel sides have been set as stationary smooth416

walls, while the tunnel ground was modelled as rough wall. The entrance of the417

domain is defined as velocity inlet, imposing the turbulence profiles from Table418

1, while the end of the domain is specified as pressure outlet imposing k and ε419

profiles as backflow. Finally the tunnel top is set as velocity inlet, imposing the420

inlet velocity profile for computing the longitudinal component of velocity at the421

top height and specifying, also, the k and ε profiles.422

3.2. Cedval B1-1 Array of Building423

The simulation of the flow around an array of obstacles is considered in order to424

further validate the proposed approaches. As shown in Figure 7, it displays an425

array of 3x7 buildings, having the same dimensions of the single building in the426

A1-1 test case. The center of the bottom face of the blue building is the origin427

of the Cartesian coordinate system. x, y and z directions are identical to the428

ones adopted in the one building case (namely x oriented in the wind direction429

and z in the upwards direction). The computational domain inlet boundary is430

set 1m upstream of the first array of building (namely 1.85m upstream of the co-431
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Figure 7: Cedval B1-1 geometry view, including the measurement lines taken into consideration.

ordinate center), where ABL profiles are measured in the wind tunnel, whereas432

the outlet boundary is located 4m downstream of the last array of building. The433

width and height of the domain are 1.5m and 1m respectively, corresponding434

to the wind tunnel size. Also for the B1-1 test case, in regions of interest, the435

stretching ratio of adjacent grids has been set to 1.3. Both for Cedval A1-1436

and B1-1 test cases, hexahedral meshes have been selected and generated,437

in order to achieve a correct representation of the building aerodynamics. In438

fact, avoiding tetrahedral and pyramid cells leads to a better convergence with439

second order schemes [7]. Analogously to the A1-1 test case, a grid sensitivity440

analysis was carried out with the aim of quantifying the solution error associ-441

ated to the discretization grade. The fine mesh consists of approximately 3.5442

millions of cells and one coarser mesh has been generated with 2.3 millions443

of cells (coarsening ratio rh = 1.17). When comparing two meshes instead of444

one, the guide lines advises a more conservative safety factor, namely FS = 3445

[34]. Such a higher factor of safety is recommended for reporting purposes446

and is conservative of the actual errors. For the finest grid, GCI of 2% and 2%447
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was determined for u and k respectively. The boundary conditions have been448

specified as equally done for the A1-1 single building (section 3.1), with the449

only main difference that the domain has been entirely represented, without450

the implementation of a mirror function in the symmetry plane.451

4. Results452

The present Section shows the performances of the proposed models, namely453

different blending configurations, for the simulation of the ABL around a single454

building and an array of buildings, in combination with various NLEV closures.455

4.1. Cedval A1-1 Single Building456

Figures 8 and 9 show the u and k measurements taken from eight different dis-457

tances along the x axes in the symmetry plane. The first set of models tested458

includes the standard k − ε (orange line) and the comprehensive approach459

jointed to pure sinusoidal blending with Craft NLEV model applied inside the460

BIA and α tuned to 1, 4 and 32 (the green, blue and black dashed lines respec-461

tively). For the std k − ε model the Sε source term has been added to the ε462

transport equation in order to make the inlet conditions analytical solutions of463

the k and ε transport equations. As for the choice of the blending transition,464

no major differences have been observed between the application of a sinu-465

soidal or a polynomial formulation in terms of performance, but the transition466

selection is mostly related to a stability matter. As a consequence, the choice467

will fall on the formulation that guarantees the highest stability and the lowest468

scalar residuals. From Figures 8, the k− ε model fails in correctly reproducing469

the velocity field. First of all, it is not able to preserve the inlet profile from the470

rise of horizontal inhomogeneity. This is evident once the comparison between471
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 8: Comparison of experimental and numerical predictions of non-dimensional velocity at
different axial locations (a-g) and at the outlet section of the domain (h), using the standard k − ε
model and Craft closure for the wake in sinusoidal blending with α = 1, 4, 32.

the inlet profile and the outlet one is taken into consideration in Figure 8 (h).472

This is a well known problem of CFD simulations of ABL flows, intrinsically re-473

lated to the selection of proper boundary conditions. The undesired changes474

(streamwise gradients or horizontal inhomogeneity) occur in the vertical pro-475

files of mean wind speed and turbulence quantities as they travel from the inlet476

of the computational domain, even in open field, down to the outlet. This phe-477
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 9: Comparison of experimental and numerical predictions of non-dimensional turbulent
kinetic energy at different axial locations (a-g) and at the outlet section of the domain (h), using the
standard k − ε model and Craft closure for the wake in sinusoidal blending with α = 1, 4, 32.

nomenon has been described in detail by Blocken et al. [5], leading to a severe478

worsening of the quality and validity of the simulation results. As stated by Pon-479

tiggia et al. [29], the reason for these horizontal variations in the profiles lies in480

a progressive rise of turbulence intensity in the vicinity of the ground produced481

by the terrain roughness together with a quick disappearance of turbulent in-482

tensity once moving away from ground level (due to the lack of shear stress in483
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the flat-profile air flow). This, in its turn, can be translated in an incompatibility484

of the inlet profiles with the applied wall functions, their roughness parameters,485

the computational grid and the turbulence model. Furthermore, the std k − ε486

misrepresents the recirculation zones next to the wall and the building, e.g. the487

non-dimensional velocity profile in correspondence of x = −0.072m in Figure 8488

(b). Here the blending configurations starring Craft closure behave more accu-489

rately than the std k − ε even if slightly showing instability at z = 0.1 − 0.15m490

(especially for α = 32). This behaviour is related to this specific NLEV model491

and will not be witnessed with the application of the NLEV models proposed by492

Lien and Ehrhard.493

Even greater improvements are registered once focusing on the non-dimensional494

turbulent kinetic energy profiles, shown in Figure 9 . The standard k − ε model495

misrepresents (namely over-predicts) turbulent kinetic energy values almost496

everywhere in the vicinity of the obstacle and, in particular, in the upwind re-497

circulation zone (b), over the obstacle - mostly in the impinging side of the498

building (c) - and in the downwind stagnation region (f-g). The over-prediction499

of k is reduced once the blending approach is applied and especially when the500

α parameter is tuned to high values, indicating a very fast and more extended501

transition from the homogeneous to the disturbed flow-field, where the non-502

linear approach is applied. This trend confirms that a blending transition from503

an undisturbed formulation to the disturbed one should be fast and effective.504

Keeping the comprehensive approach outside the BIA, the very next step is to505

test the other NLEV models (namely the ones proposed by Lien and Ehrhard)506

against the Craft closure. For this simulation, the best blending configuration is507

then kept, namely the one with α = 32, using a pure blending and a sinusoidal508

transition. The outcomes are shown in Figures 10 and 11. All the non-linear509

eddy-viscosity models contribute in a better reproduction of both velocity and510
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 10: Comparison of experimental and numerical predictions of non-dimensional velocity at
different axial locations (a-g) and at the outlet section of the domain (h), using Craft, Lien and
Ehrhard NLEV models for the wake in sinusoidal blending with α = 32.

turbulent kinetic energy fields with respect to the standard k − ε model. As for511

non-dimensional velocity, no substantial differences are noticed. The only sig-512

nificant improvement is witnessed at x = −0.072m, with both Lien and Ehrhard513

trending away from Craft behaviour and thus preventing the profile from the514

occurrence of abrupt velocity variations. For all the other heights, the three515

model predictions become comparable, almost collapsing onto one single line.516
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 11: Comparison of experimental and numerical predictions of non-dimensional turbulent
kinetic energy at different axial locations (a-g) and at the outlet section of the domain (h), using
Craft, Lien and Ehrhard NLEV models for the wake in sinusoidal blending with α = 32.

In particular Craft, Lien and Ehrhard approaches show a light over-prediction517

of velocity next to the roof of the building (c-d) and slightly underestimate u518

at x = 0.3m (g) from Figure 10 in the wake. But it is with k profiles in Fig-519

ure 11 that the greatest differences between the NLEV models are witnessed.520

Ehrhard provides the best results and further reduces the over-prediction of k.521

The subsequent simulation for the single building A1-1 test case aims at inves-522
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 12: Comparison of experimental and numerical predictions of non-dimensional velocity at
different axial locations (a-g) and at the outlet section of the domain (h), using Ehrhard in sinusoidal
pure blending with α = 32 and Ehrhard in polynomial hybrid blending with α = 1/16 for the wake.

tigating the role of the blending formulation on the u and k predictions. To this523

purpose the simulation outcomes obtained using Ehrhard model (with α = 32524

and sinusoidal transition), using pure blending (based on u), are benchmarked525

with the results provided by the Ehrhard model (with α = 1/16) using hybrid526

blending (based on u and k). The profiles of this simulation are shown in Fig-527

ures 12 and 13 . From u/UREF profiles it is evident that the application of528
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 13: Comparison of experimental and numerical predictions of non-dimensional turbulent
kinetic energy at different axial locations (a-g) and at the outlet section of the domain (h), using
Ehrhard in sinusoidal pure blending with α = 32 and Ehrhard in polynomial hybrid blending with
α = 1/16 for the wake.

a hybrid blending, rather than a pure one, results in an improved prediction529

of experimental data, with a more accurate representation of the recirculation530

zones. As for non-dimensional turbulent kinetic energy, its over-prediction is531

further reduced when applying the faster and more extended transition guaran-532

teed by the hybrid blending. This is true especially in the upwind recirculation533

area - x = −0.072m - and in the leading edge - x = −0.04m - in Figure 13.534
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 14: Comparison of experimental and numerical predictions of non-dimensional velocity
and turbulent kinetic energy at different axial locations of the domain, using three different marker
definitions and Ehrhard NLEV model in sinusoidal transition for the wake.

As for the BIA detection based on the marker functions, simulations are first535

carried out to compare the different marker performances. All the markers have536

been intensively tested both in polynomial and sinusoidal transition, with all the537

three NLEV models and varying α.538

To sum up the outcomes of this benchmark, only four representative heights539

in the symmetry plane are taken into account (upwind the building with x =540
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−0.072m and on top of the building with x = −0.04m, x = 0m, x = 0.04m) for u541

and k. The results are shown in Figure 14.542

All the marker approaches proved to be able to represent both the velocity field543

(especially in the recirculation areas) and turbulent kinetic energy field (in par-544

ticular in the stagnation zones) with remarkable accuracy. Once again, as for545

stability and performance, no significant differences were observed between546

the results obtained using the sinusoidal or the polynomial transition.547

Moreover, the parameter α has a minor effect on the results. This indicates that548

the use of the marker results in a sharp definition of the region of application549

of NLEV model, without the need for tuning this specific blending parameter.550

The results shown in Figure 14 for the different markers are obtained using a551

sinusoidal blending transition and α = 1.552

From these profiles, it can be observed that, above all the markers, v.3 (cosine553

of the angle between the direction of the streamline and the gradient of the554

velocity projected onto the streamline) is capable of getting the best results for555

velocity over the building (b-d), in particular at the center of the roof (x = 0m).556

But it is especially in the prediction of k, (e-h) from Figure 14, that marker v.3557

outmatches the alternatives, leading to a general reduced over-prediction of k,558

especially in the impinging side of the building, as illustrated in Figure 14 (f).559

One possible physical explanation for this performing behaviour, could be intrin-560

sically linked to the formulation of this marker. In fact, the cosine of this angle561

is a measure that, by definition and not being scaled by any local turbulence562

intensity, shows a great sensitivity to fluid disturbance, catching efficiently both563

smooth and abrupt variations.564

The subsequent profiles displayed in Figure 15 for the A1-1 test case are meant565

to compare the best blending configuration based on the Hybrid blending and566

the best blending transition based on the marker formulation (marker v.3). Sec-567
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 15: Comparison of experimental and numerical predictions of non-dimensional velocity and
turbulent kinetic energy at different axial locations of the domain, using both Hybrid configuration
and marker v.3 with Ehrhard NLEV model for the wake against the standard k − ε model.

ondly, they demonstrate and highlight the remarkable improvements achieved568

through the blending methodologies in respect to the standard k − ε model.569

As a general consideration, valid for all the models applied and all the set of570

profiles shown in the A1-1 test case Section 3.1 , there are still some draw-571

backs which can be spotted from the turbulence profiles.572

The first one is related to the over-prediction of turbulent kinetic energy in573
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the upwind recirculation zone and in the impinging side of the building (x =574

−0.072m and x = −0.04m). In these locations, even if improving the overall575

performance in respect to the standard k − ε model, the most performing ap-576

proaches (hybrid blending and marker formulation v.3) still slightly over-predicts577

turbulent kinetic energy. This behaviour is only partly related to the effective-578

ness and accuracy of the Building Influence Area, whose setting parameters579

have been tuned to the highest values. But it is mostly explainable as an in-580

trinsic limitations of NLEV models formulations and, more in general, of steady581

RANS simulations. In support of this argument, different simulations testing582

the NLEV approaches extended to all the domain have been run, resulting in583

outcomes comparable/equal (namely the same over-prediction of k) to the the584

hybrid blending and marker ones. A similar consideration can also be given585

for the velocity field at x = 0.3m, in the wake. At this location, all the method-586

ologies applied show an evident under-prediction of velocity in the near-ground587

region (namely from z = 0m to z = 0.13m).588

Since this behaviour was also witnessed when extending NLEV models to all589

the domain and considering that this zone is completely detected by the BIA590

(Figure 4), the explanation lies once again in an intrinsic limitation of steady591

RANS models in accurately representing the velocity field in every region of592

the wake.593

With the aim of providing a more qualitative comparison of the performance594

of the blending approaches, Figures 16 and 17 display the contour plots of595

velocity magnitude and turbulent kinetic energy for the standard k − ε model,596

Craft NLEV in pure sinusoidal blending with α = 1, 4, 32, Ehrhard NLEV in hy-597

brid polynomial blending with α = 1/16 and finally Ehrhard NLEV coupled with598

marker v.3 formulation. As for velocity magnitude in Figure 16 , among all the599

approaches compared in the contour plots, the standard k − ε model displays600
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 16: Contour plots of velocity magnitude for the Cedval A1-1 test case on the plane of
symmetry (y = 0m) for standard k− ε model, Craft NLEV in sinusoidal pure blending and α = 1,4,
32, Ehrhard NLEV coupled with hybrid blending and marker function v.3
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 17: Contour plots of turbulent kinetic energy for the Cedval A1-1 test case on the plane of
symmetry (y = 0m) for standard k− ε model, Craft NLEV in sinusoidal pure blending and α = 1,4,
32, Ehrhard NLEV coupled with hybrid blending and marker function v.3
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the most limited upwind recirculation zone. Focusing on this area, in contrast601

to what observed in the experimental velocity profile at x = −0.072m (in the602

upwind recirculation zone), std k − ε is not capable of detecting any vorticity,603

thus resulting in a velocity magnitude which is equal (or next) to 0.604

All the other approaches displaying the building influence area concept and605

NLEV models (b–f from Figure 16), reproduce a slightly more extended wake.606

Moreover, recirculation zones are now witnessed upwind of the building. Among607

all the blending approaches, there are not major differences in performance, as608

also confirmed by the outcomes of velocity profiles.609

Still in accordance with velocity profiles, from the same contour plots (b-f), a610

low-prediction of the velocity values can be observed around a specific area611

inside the wake (the dark blue area bounded between x = 2H and x = 3H612

downwind the building 16).613

Focusing on turbulent kinetic energy contours in Figure 17, it is evident that the614

standard k− ε model over-predicts k in the upwind vorticity area, in the leading615

edge of the obstacle, over the roof and, finally, in the wake. But this peak of616

turbulent kinetic energy (especially in the impinging side of the bluff body) is617

damped and "transported" downwind on the roof of the building, in accordance618

with the theoretical background and experimental data (k profiles at these lo-619

cations), as soon as the automatic BIA with the NLEV models is applied and620

the α parameter is tuned to high values.621

As a consequence, unlike the velocity contours, the turbulent kinetic energy622

contours highlight significant differences also among the models displaying the623

BIA. In this regard, it is especially with the Hybrid blending and the marker624

function v.3 that turbulent kinetic energy overproduction is further limited.625

In order to extrapolate a more quantitative and immediate information about626

the performances of the different apporaches tested, the most relevant results627
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for the non-dimensional turbulent kinetic energy can be summed up through628

a statistical evaluation based on a recommendation by Fox [12], subsequently629

modified by Hanna [19].630

It is based on the calculation of the geometric mean bias (MG), geometric vari-631

ance (VG) and fraction within a factor of two (FAC2):632

MG = exp(ln(Pe/Pm)) (24)
633

V G = exp[ln(Pe/Pm)2] (25)
634

FAC2 = fraction of data for which 0.5 < Pm/Pe < 2 (26)

where Pe is the experimental property considered and Pm is the corre-635

sponding modelled property. In an "ideal" model, both MG and VG should636

be equal to 1.0.637

Geometric mean bias (MG) values equal-under 0.5 and equal-over 2.0 can be638

thought of as factor of two (FAC2) respectively over-predictions and under-639

predictions of the geometric mean. The factor of two relation for MG is repre-640

sented by two vertical lines. The relation - lnV G = (lnMG)2 - is valid, defining641

the minimum possible value of geometric variance for a given geometric mean642

and corresponding to a parabolic line [19].643

The greatest advantage of this statistical evaluation is the possibility to sum up644

in just two values (namely MG and V G), a huge amount of experimental data,645

giving an immediate feedback of the model performance.646

Obviously, due to its intrinsic formulation, this specific representation can be647

used only for positive properties. Figure 18 displays Geometric mean bias648

(MG) and Geometric Variance (VG) for the various model applied in the A1-1649

test case, referred to non-dimensional turbulent kinetic energy. Also the vertical650

red lines representing the factor of two, and the parabola of the minimum values651
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Figure 18: Statistical evaluation of the models performances using the geometric mean BIAS and
geometric variance.

of VG for MG are displayed. This "quantitative" evaluation (being a benchmark652

referred to the mean performance of the model) is in full accordance with the653

"qualitative" one (providing more localized informations as expounded by the654

turbulence profiles) showing that Ehrhard model with hybrid blending and poly-655

nomial transition (red rhombus) provides the best predictions, followed very656

closely by the marker v.3 formulation (blue concentric circles). As expected,657

the less performing model is the standard k − ε, resulting in the most severe658

over-prediction of k.659

In addition to the previous simulations, on the basis of the study performed by660

Merci et al. [23], the two most accurate blending configurations (hybrid blending661

and marker v.3) have been tested setting the NLEV coefficients of the stress-662

strain relation 13 equal to zero: C1 − C7 = 0.663
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As a consequence, the higher order terms of the Reynolds stresses are ne-664

glected and only the NLEV Cµ formulation (whose prominence had already665

been proved by Merci et al. [23]) is kept. From the resulting u an k profiles666

(which are not shown in this study), it is possible to notice that the results are667

not worsened but, on the contrary, the so-obtained models perform equally to668

the "non-zero" NLEV ones (interestingly a further slight limitation of k over-669

prediction is witnessed at x = −0.072m). As for the accuracy of results, this670

is clearly not a substantial improvement, but it is made more attractive by the671

fact that neglecting the higher order terms of the stress-strain relation helps in672

further limiting computational costs.673

Concluding the simulations for the A1-1 single building, a direct comparison674

between one of the most performing methodologies among those proposed675

(Ehrhard NLEV model applied in hybrid blending) and (traditionally) more ad-676

vanced models in respect to the standard k − ε is proposed. The selected677

approaches for this last test session are the RNG k − ε, the Realizable k − ε678

and the SST k − ω model.679

For the RNG k − ε and the Realizable k − ε model, the same inlet profiles from680

Table 1 are applied. For the SST k−ω model, the same profiles for u and k tur-681

bulence quantities are applied, while, as for ω turbulence property, the following682

profile is adopted [32]:683

ω =
u∗√

β′κk−ωz
(27)

The outcomes are displayed in Figures 19 and 20. Briefly, from the upwind684

u and k profiles (a-b-c), the less accurate behaviour is the one related to the685

Realizable k − ε model, which performs similarly to the std k − ε. In particular,686

the SST k − ω shows the most accurate prediction for k at x = −0.072m, even687

if still not completely fitting the experimental data.688

Focusing on the other locations (over the building and in the wake) the worst689
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 19: Comparison of experimental and numerical predictions of non-dimensional velocity at
different axial locations (a-g) and at the outlet section of the domain (h), using Realizable k − ε,
RNG k − ε and SST k − ω against Ehrhard NLEV model applied inside the BIA in hybrid blending
configuration.

performing model, both for u and k, is the SST k − ω. Moreover, the Real-690

izable k − ε, RNG k − ε and SST k − ω models are not capable of correctly691

predicting velocity at x = 0.3m (even worsening the predictions of Ehrhard in692

hybrid blending) and they cannot prevent the rise of horizontal inhomogeneity693

affecting the profiles. Among the three models, the RNG k − ε shows the most694
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 20: Comparison of experimental and numerical predictions of non-dimensional turbulent
kinetic energy at different axial locations (a-g) and at the outlet section of the domain (h), using
Realizable k − ε model, RNG k − ε model and SST k − ω against Ehrhard NLEV model applied
inside the BIA in hybrid blending configuration

competitive performance.695

The results obtained in the upwind recirculation zone by the SST k − ω model696

and more in general by the RNG k−ε model, suggest the development of com-697

prehensive approaches also for these models, in order to derive the maximum698

benefit from their capacities.699
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4.2. Cedval B1-1 Array of Buildings700

For this test case, available experimental data are very localized, namely be-701

hind and at the left side of the reference building, and again in two different702

planes (one horizontal at z = 0.5H and one vertical at y = 0H). The models703

directly tested are the standard k−ε, the pure blending with α = 32 and the two704

best performing approaches from the previous A1-1 simulations. These are the705

Ehrhard models, using both the hybrid blending and the blending based on the706

marker v.3 (cosine of the angle between the direction of the streamline and707

the gradient of the velocity projected onto the streamline). Figures 21 and 22

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 21: Comparison of experimental and numerical predictions of non-dimensional velocity at
different axial locations of the domain, using std k-ε, Ehrhard applied inside the BIA with both
marker and hybrid polynomial blending.

708

show u and k profiles at 5 different locations, x = 0.115m with y = −0.05m,709

x = 0.145m with y = 0m, x = 0.19m with y = −0.05m and inlet vs outlet at710

y = 0m. From this results it is clear that the proposed models present evident711

advantages over the standard one. In particular, considering turbulent kinetic712

energy profiles (Figure 22), both the improved models are capable of fitting with713
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 22: Comparison of experimental and numerical predictions of non-dimensional turbulent
kinetic energy at different axial locations of the domain, using std k− ε, Ehrhard applied inside the
BIA with both marker and hybrid polynomial blending.

remarkable accuracy the k experimental data, while the standard k−ε approach714

over-predicts k at almost all the heights. Both the hybrid blending and the715

marker function coupled with Ehrhard NLEV model, show a reliable behaviour716

and, even if there are no significant differences between the outcomes of these717

two approaches, the marker performs slightly better. The velocity field (Figure718

21 ) is narrowly reproduced as well, even if there are still some drawbacks. The719

most controversial height is x = 0.115m with y = −0.05m, where the recircula-720

tion zone in the very vicinity of the ground, between the blue building and the721

subsequent obstacle, is misrepresented by the Ehrhard models. The velocity722

profile at all the other locations are more accurately predicted when applying723

the proposed models in blending approach; moreover, the inlet velocity profile724

can be preserved till the outlet only once the improved approach is adopted.725

Finally, as equally done for the Cedval A1-1 test case, NLEV models have been726

tested setting the stress-strain coefficients equal to zero: C1 − C7 = 0. Once727

again, due to the limited swirl of the test case, no major differences were ob-728
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served in the predictions, suggesting to neglect the higher order terms of the729

strain-stress relation also for the following simulations, with the aim of further730

reducing computational costs.731

In this regard, a final consideration, valid for both the Cedval A1-1 and B1-1732

test cases, concerns the computational cost associated with all the different733

approaches tested in this study. The computational difference between the734

standard k − ε model and the comprehensive approach (Table 1) is minimal,735

related to the addition of both a source term for the ε transport eq. and the736

variable Cµ formula. As for the blending concept, both the pure and hybrid737

formulations (being based on a simple turbulence relative deviation) play a mi-738

nor role in burdening computational cost. The marker function is slightly more739

onerous than the relative deviation formulas, due to its intrinsic definition which740

requires both unit velocity vectors and gradients of the streamline-aligned ve-741

locity to be locally computed. As for the model applied inside the BIA, NLEV742

models show a good compromise between accuracy of results and computa-743

tional costs within the k − ε modelling context ([9] [21] [11]). Moreover, the744

possibility of neglecting the higher order terms of the stress-strain relation fur-745

ther improves their affordability and feasibility. The α coefficient, whose effect746

has been explained in Figures 3 and 5, does directly influence the extension747

of the BIA (the higher the α the more extended the BIA for the sinusoidal tran-748

sition, vice-versa for the polynomial one), leading, consequently, to different749

size areas where NLEV models (slightly more expensive than the comprehen-750

sive approach) are applied. Translated into a numerical information, setting751

the scalar residuals limit to 10−5 (for continuity), this results in a 30% and 35%752

surplus of computational costs for Ehrhard in hybrid blending with polynomial753

transition (α = 1/16) and Ehrhard with the marker v.3 concept, in respect to the754

standard k − ε model.755
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5. Conclusions756

This research stems from the awareness that it is not longer possible to sim-757

ulate atmospheric boundary layer neglecting the traditional problems affecting758

the standard RANS two eqs. models: incorrect and approximative representa-759

tion of velocity and recirculation zones; the extended over-prediction of turbu-760

lent kinetic energy; the occurring of horizontal inhomogeneity. The outcomes761

obtained in this study prove how one possible and valid path for enhancing the762

overall performance of the k − ε model is the adoption of an improved compre-763

hensive approach valid in open-field, coupled with a Building Influence Area764

concept. Such an approach can be optimised by properly choosing the physi-765

cal turbulent quantities (velocity, turbulent kinetic energy) as well as the marker766

functions controlling the transition; the mathematical form adopted for the latter767

(sinusoidal, polynomial); the extension of the transition region (α); and the tur-768

bulence model form in the Building Influence Area (std k − ε, NLEV models).769

Results for a single and multiple array configuration showed that the best per-770

formances are produced using the Ehrhard NLEV model coupled with a hybrid771

blending and a polynomial transition, or in combination with a marker function772

indicating the deviation of the actual flow from a parallel one. In particular, the773

use of the marker function appears interesting as it efficaciously detects the774

shape and the extension of the BIA without the need for tuning the transition775

parameter α. Moreover, being based on a formulation different from the rel-776

ative deviation ones, it could be combined with the hybrid blending concept,777

with the aim of performing a sharper and more effective detection of the BIA.778

As for the computational costs, all the approaches proposed proved to be fea-779

sible and not particularly onerous in respect to the standard k − ε. Finally, it780

must be specified that the main aim of this research is not only centred on the781

recommendation of a specific turbulence methodology (i.e. NLEV model) over782
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a standard one (i.e. std k − ε model) but, in particular, on the development783

of a methodology/concept permitting a dynamic and multifaceted switch from784

an undisturbed flow-field simulation to a disturbed one (namely the BIA) within785

the ABL simulation context. Consequently, the potential evolution of a compre-786

hensive approach and a Building Influence Area appears noteworthy also in787

relation to other turbulence models, e.g. RNG k− ε, k− ω, RSM. Future works788

will further investigate the applicability of this approach to more challenging789

cases and configuration, such as complex terrains and hazardous dispersion790

studies, also focusing on full scale cases.791
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